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Arrswer five qu.estions, taking otc
from eactr Unit

UNTT-I

1. Define a limit point of a set. prove that ever5r
infinite and bounded set has at least @e
limit poinl 2+B=tO

2. (a) Prwe that ever5r open cover of a
compact set adirrifs of a finite srrbover- 6

(b) Show ttrat a set is closed if and onl;r if
its complemerrt is operr. 4
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UNIT-II

3. (o) Prove that a function continuous on a
compact domain is uniformlY
continuous. 6

(b) trct 7 : R2 + R be a tunction defined bY

I x2g
t ----;'- ., (+ d +(o o)

f@ d=1 x- +a'
II o , (x,r=(o,o)

Then test the continuit5r of / at (O O)- 4

4. (a) State and prove intermediate value
ttreorem. 1+5=6

(b) .I*t
lim.f(4 = b and b=(4, b2, ..., b,"l
x -)a

f =$, fz, "'' f*l
Then show that

li- fi({ =bi' l3i<m 4
. x-+ct

UNN{II

5. (a) lt s, B Y are the roots of tle equation in
t, such that

UUlD J-_ = Ia+t b+t c+t
then prove tJrat

Afia u, ul 
= _0-yXy-aXo -B)

a(cq P,0 (b-Q@-a)(a-bl 6
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(b) Prove that a function which is
difierentiable at a point admits of partial
derivatives at tJ:e Point- 4

6. If

I -,t ^, 
(rd+go)

f& A=l x' +s'
I o , (;r, d=(o, o)

show that-
(i/ 1t is continuous at (Q O);

(i) directional derivative of J[ exists at
(Q O) in every direction;

(w) f is not dilferentiable at (O O)'

3+2+5=1O

UNrI-W

- 7. State and prove Young's tleorem. 2+8=10

a. @) Show that the function

l*l:2 -a-^'1, E d *0, o)

f@t)=l x. +s-
I o l"ci=p,o)

does not satisfr the conditions of
Schwarz's theorem and

,frvP, q *,fu,P, o) 7
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(4t

Show that

f@ il=(s_44 +(x_4a

has a minimum at 94.

UNrr-v
Iet (X, dl be any metric space. Then
show that the function d, defined by

ar6 ti= -41ril ,, Y4 se Xt+dl4 u
is a metric on X.

lat lX, dt be a metric space and let
t<, g z be any three points of X, tl.en
show that

d(+ !i>ldl+ A-dlz dl

Prove that every compact subset.F of a
metric space (X, d) is closed.

In a metric space (X, @, prove that the
intersection of an arhitrarJr family of
closed sets is closed.

***

e. (a)

10. (a)

(b)
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( Marks:251

Answer all questions

SECTION_A

( Marks LO )

Each question carries 7 mark

Put a Tick M mark against the correct answer, in the box
provided :

1. In R2, the limit point of the set

fr t r\ ]
il-, 1l; me iv, ne rul
[\m n) )

1S

(a) (o, o\ tr
(b) (r, t) tr
(c) (o, r\ tr

/d/ None of the above n

I L39
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2. A set is said to be compact if and only if it is

Ia) bounded tr
(b) both bounded and closed tr
-.(c) open U

1d/ None of the above tr

3. If every open cover of the set admits a finite subcover, it is
said to have

(a) the Cantor intersection property tl
(b) the Lindeloff covering property tr

(c) the Heine-Borel property tr

(dJ None of the above tr

4. lf x+ y + z=u, A + z=uu, z=uan, therr
d(x, y, 4
d(u, u, utl

is equal to

(o) ,2, tr

(b) uu2 tr

(c) uu I
(d) u2u2 tr
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5. Let / be a real valued function with an open set D c Rn as
its domain. Then the function admits of directional
derivative at every point where it admits of

(aJ continuous first-order partial derivatives tr
(b/ first-order partial derivatives D

(c) second-order partial derivptives D

/di None of the above tr

6. Let X be a non-empty set and d is a function from X x X
into R such that d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = A.Then (X, d)
is a metric space if Y x, g, ze X
(a) d{x, 0= d(a, xl tr
(b) d(x, 0 < d(x, z) + d(y, zl tr
(c) d(x, 4 + d(a sl < d(x, a\ tr

/d/ None of the above tr

7. rf
lcI -3- , , (a s)* (0, o)

llx, ul=\ x'+g-
It o , (x,y)=(0,0)

then the directional derivative ofl at (0, 0)

/a/ does not exist D

/b/ exists in all directions tl
(c) exists in a particular direction tr

/d/ None of the above tr
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8. If (a, bl be a point of the domain o c fr of a real valued

function / such that f * exists in a certain neighbourhood
of {a, b) and f * is continuous at (a, b), then

(a) f s*(a, b\ = f *(a, bl tr

(b) f y*(a, bl> f *(a, b\ tr

(c) f y*(a, b\ < f *(a,'b) fl

/di None of the above tr

9. A metric space (X, d) is said to be complete if

(a) every Cauchy sequence in X diverge.s to a point
of X tr

(b) every Cauchy sequence in X converges to a point
of X D

(c) there exists no Cauchy sequence in X tr

1d/ None of the above tr

1o. It f{x, U) = x3 + 93 -3* -!2y + 20, then f is

/a,) maximum at lI,2\ tr

{bJ minimirm at (-\ -2) tr

(c) minimum at (1,21 tr

(dl None of the above D
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SEcTIoN-B

( Marhs : 15 )

Each qtestion carries 3 marks

Answer the following :

1. Show that f (x, g) = 92 + *g + xa has a minimum at (0, 0).
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2. Show that the intersection of any finite family of open sets
is open.
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3. DeIine closure of a set. Show that a set A is closed if and
onlyifA=A.
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l+, (x, y)+(0, o)

f(x, Vl=]tlx" +A'
I o (x, s)= (0, o)

is not differentiable at (0, 0).

(8)

4. Show that the function
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5. Prove that every closed subset of a iompact metric space
is compact.

***
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